THE PERILS OF PLEASURE
**Hero and Heroine:** Colin Eversea and Madeline Greenway
Introduces all the characters in the series and establishes the premise, and this is where you’ll first hear about Lyon Redmond and Olivia Eversea.
**Note:** you’ll meet all the Everseas and Redmonds and learn one of their very shocking secrets.

LIKE NO OTHER LOVER
**Hero and Heroine:** Miles Redmond and Cynthia Brightly
**Note:** includes two scenes many readers consistently claim are among the funniest they’ve ever read. (a drinking game and a marble penis, respectively, are involved). A big, big reader favorite.

SINCE THE SURRENDER
**Hero and Heroine:** Chase Eversea and Rosalinde March
**Note:** Introduces Adam Sylvain, the Vicar and hero of A NOTORIOUS COUNTESS CONFESES. And puppets (yes, puppets) may play a pivotal role. :)

I KISSED AN EARL
**Hero and Heroine:** Captain Asher Flint (the Earl of Ardmay) and Violet Redmond
**Note:** a big reader favorite, you may wish to read this before you read IT STARTED WITH A SCANDAL to get to know Lavay. This was also reader’s first introduction to Lyon Redmond.

WHAT I DID FOR A DUKE
**Hero and Heroine:** The Duke of Falconbridge and Genevieve Eversea
**Note:** Often mentioned one of the best romances of all time.

HOW THE MARQUESS WAS WON
**Hero and Heroine:** The Marquess Dryden, Julian Spenser and Phoebe Vale
**Note:** features what might be one of my most popular characters (who also stars in what might be one of my most popular ever scenes), a cat named Charybdis. Read ahead: perhaps all the series books. Unique in that it looks at the Redmonds and Everseas from the perspective of an outsider.

A NOTORIOUS COUNTESS CONFESES
**Hero and Heroine:** Adam Sylvain and Evie Duggan
**Note:** I think if I had to marry a Pennyroyal Green hero, it would be Adam. He’s an Eversea cousin who is offered the position of vicar in Pennyroyal Green. Voted Romance of the year by All About Romance Readers, Adam was chosen as best hero of the year, and selected by Just Janga as one of the Top 10 Romances of all time.

IT HAPPENED ONE MIDNIGHT
**Hero and Heroine:** Jonathan Redmond and Thomases de Ballesteros
**Note:** We’ve seen Jonathan as a young man all of these books, and here he comes into his own—and might become the most powerful Redmond of all. Read ahead of time: All the Pennyroyal Green books, if you can. It’ll be more that much more satisfying to watch Jonathan become the hero. :)

BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND IAN EVERSESA
**Hero and Heroine:** Ian Eversea and Tansy Danforth
Ian Eversea meets his match in an American heiress.
Helps to read ahead of time: WHAT I DID FOR A DUKE—Ian sets that book in motion,

IT STARTED WITH A SCANDAL
**Hero and Heroine:** Lord Philippe Lavay and Elise Fountain
**Note:** Lavay was introduced in I KISSED AN EARL and was enormously popular with readers.

THE LEGEND OF LYON REDMOND
**Hero and Heroine:** Lyon Redmond and Olivia Eversea